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Abstract: Piezoelectric transducers are known to exhibit less hysterisis when driven with
current or charge rather than voltage. Despite this advantage, such methods have found little
practical application due to the poor low frequency response of present current and charge
driver designs. This paper introduces a new circuit topology free from low-frequency drift
and DC load offsets. Thehybrid load feedback charge amplifercontains a secondary low-
frequency voltage feedback loop to stabilize the low-frequency and DC operation of the
amplifier.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric transducers have found countless appli-
cation in such fields as vibration control (Hagood
et al., 1990), nano-positioning (Croftet al., 2000),
acoustics (Niezrecki and Cudney, 2001), and sonar
(Stansfield, 1991). The piezoelectric effect is a phe-
nomena exhibited by certain materials where an ap-
plied electric field produces a corresponding strain and
vice versa(Adriaenset al., 2000) (IEEE Standard on
Piezoelectricity, 1987) (Jaffeet al., 1971). The effect
can be exploited in one, two, or three dimensions,
for actuating, sensing, or sensori-actuating (Doschet
al., 1992).

One common theme across the diverse literature in-
volving piezoelectric applications is the problem of
hysteresis (Adriaenset al., 2000) (Jaffeet al., 1971).
When used in an actuating role, piezoelectric trans-
ducers display a significant amount of hysteresis in
the transfer function from voltage to displacement
(Adriaenset al., 2000) (Jaffeet al., 1971).

As discussed in (Furutaniet al., 1998) and refer-
ences therein, a great number of techniques have
been developed with the intention of reducing hystere-
sis. Included are: displacement feedback techniques,
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mathematical Preisach modeling (Mayergoyz, 1991)
and inversion, phase control, polynomial approxima-
tion, and current or charge actuation (Newcomb and
Flinn, 1982).

Almost all contributions in this area make reference
to the well known advantages of driving piezoelectric
transducers with current or charge rather than voltage
(Newcomb and Flinn, 1982). Simply by regulating
the current or charge, a five-fold reduction in the
hysteresis can be achieved (Ge and Jouaneh, 1996).
A quote from a recent paper (Cruz-Hernandez and
Hayward, 2001) typifies the sentiment towards this
technique:

“While hysteresis in a piezoelectric actu-
ator is reduced if the charge is regulated
instead of the voltage (Newcomb and
Flinn, 1982), the implementation com-
plexity of this technique prevents a wide
acceptance (Kaizuka and Siu, 1988)”.

Although the circuit topology of a charge or current
amplifier is much the same as a simple voltage feed-
back amplifier, the uncontrolled nature of the output
voltage typically results in the load capacitor being
charged up. Saturation and distortion occur when the
output voltage, referred to as the compliance voltage,
reaches the power supply rails. The statedcomplexity
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Fig. 1. A generic charge driver, where the load and
sensing impedance is represented byZL(s) and
Zs(s) respectively.

invariably refers to the need for additional circuitry to
avoid charging of the load capacitor. A popular tech-
nique is to simply short circuit the load every400 ms
or so, periodically discharging the load capacitance
and returning the DC compliance voltage to ground
(Main et al., 1995) (Comstock, 1981). This introduces
undesirable high frequency disturbance and severely
distorts low frequency charge signals.

This paper presents a new class of charge amplifier
free from DC and low-frequency voltage drift. In the
following section, the design of basic charge ampli-
fiers and their associated problems are discussed. As
an alternative, thehybrid voltage feedback charge am-
plifier is introduced in section 3. Experimental imple-
mentation and results are presented in section 4. The
paper is concluded with a summary and discussion in
section 5.

2. BASIC CIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS

Consider the simplified diagram of a generic current
source shown in Figure 1. The high gain feedback
loop and voltage driver works to equate the applied
reference voltagevref , to the sensing voltagevs. In
the Laplace domain, at frequencies well within the
bandwidth of the control loop, the load currentIL(s)
is equal toVref (s)/Zs(s).

If Zs(s) is a capacitorCs,

q̇L = IL(s) = Vref (s)Css, (1)

qL = Vref (s)Cs, (2)

i.e. we have a charge amplifier with gainCs Columbs/V .

As mentioned in the introduction, the foremost diffi-
culty in employing such devices to drive highly ca-
pacitive loads is that of DC current or charge offsets.
Inevitably, the voltage measured across the sensing
impedance will contain a non-zero voltage offset, this
and other sources of voltage or current offset within
the circuit result in a net output current offset. As a ca-
pacitor integrates DC current, the uncontrolled output
voltage will ramp upward and saturate at the power
supply rail. Any offset invo limits the compliance
range of the current source and may eventually cause
saturation. To limit the DC impedance of a capacitive
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Fig. 2. Typical frequency response from an applied
reference voltage to the actual capacitive load
currentILc(s).

load (i.e.ZL(s) = 1
CLs

), a parallel resistance is often
used. In this case, the load impedanceZL(s) is equal
to the parallel combination of the load capacitanceCL

and the compensation resistorRL. The actual charge
qLc(s) flowing through the load capacitor becomes

qLc(s) = qL(s)
s

s + 1
RLCL

. (3)

Additional dynamics have been added to the charge
source. The transfer function now contains a high-pass
filter with cutoff ωc = 1

RLCL
. That is,

qLc(s)

Vref (s)
= Cs

s

s + 1
RLCL

. (4)

In contrast to the infinite DC impedance of a purely
capacitive load, the load impedance now approaches
RL at frequencies belowωc = 1

RLCL
. Thus, a DC

offset current ofidc results in a compliance voltage
offset ofvo = idcRL. In a typical piezoelectric drive
scenario, withCL = 100 ηF , and idc = 1µA, a
1 MΩ parallel resistance is required to limit the DC
compliance offset to1 V . The frequency response
from an applied reference voltage to the actual capac-
itive load currentiLc(s) is shown in Figure 2. Phase
lead exceeds 5 degrees below18 Hz. Such poor low
frequency performance precludes the use of current
amplifiers in applications requiring accurate low fre-
quency tracking, e.g. Atomic Force Microscopy (Croft
et al., 2000). The advantages of piezoelectric current
excitation are lost to the practical electronic difficul-
ties in constructing a charge source.

The following section introduces a new type of charge
source, thehybrid voltage feedback charge amplifier
corrects for any DC or low-frequency infidelity.

3. HYBRID VOLTAGE FEEDBACK

Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of a hybrid
voltage feedback charge amplifier. Neglecting the
shaded voltage feedback componentry, the circuit is
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Fig. 3. Simplified schematic of a voltage feedback
charge amplifier. Respectively,kV andkC are the
voltage and charge feedback controllers.

simply a realization of the diagram shown in Figure 1.
Chargeqc is supplied to the piezoelectric load mod-
eled as a voltage sourcevp in series with a capaci-
tor CL. The parallel load resistanceRL is included
to model finite buffer impedance and transducer di-
electric leakage. Charge sensing is performed by the
capacitanceCs and parallel resistanceRs. The resistor
Rs provides a path for bias currents and DC current
generated from constant load voltages. The magnitude
of Rs is prescribed byRL and the amount of DC cur-
rent associated with the instrumentation electronics.

The objective is to supply a load chargeqLC directly
proportional to the reference voltagevref . As dis-
cussed in the previous section, the foremost difficulty
precluding such operation is the presence of a paral-
lel load resistanceRL. At low frequencies and DC,
charge is effectively bled through this resistor. In ad-
dition, the presence of a parallel sensing resistance
Rs renders the charge amplifier as a current source
at low frequencies and DC. Although both of these
resistors are necessary for practical circuit operation,
the amplifier is incapable of correct low-frequency and
DC operation.

This paper proposes hybrid load voltage feedback as a
technique for correcting the low-frequency dynamics
of a charge amplifier. Consider the shaded circuit area
shown in Figure 3, the voltage feedback mechanism
comprises a controllerkV , load voltage measurement
vL, and set-pointαvref . This topology is based on the
observation that voltage drop across a purely capaci-
tive load is proportional to the chargeqLC . Where the
charge amplifier has a gain ofCs C/V , the expected
load voltage drop isvref Cs

CL
. The voltage feedback

loop is simply designed to enforce this relationship
at low-frequencies and DC. Hence the selection of
α = Cs/CL.

Effectively the circuit contains two additive ampli-
fiers, a genuine charge amplifier over medium and
high frequencies, and a voltage amplifier synthesiz-
ing the operation of an ideal charge amplifier at low-
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Fig. 4. Simple controller choices forkV andkC .

frequencies and DC. The two design objectives are as
follows:

• The charge applied to a capacitive load should
be proportional to the reference voltage. i.e. the
transfer function from an applied reference volt-
agevref to the actual load chargeqLC , expressed

as qLC(s)
Csvref (s) should equal1. For capacitive loads,

the equivalent transfer functionvL(s)
vref (s) is easier

to measure experimentally. This transfer func-
tion will be referred to as the tracking perfor-
mance. Ideal tracking performance is identified
by vL(jω)

vref (jω) = 1, ∀ ω.

• Piezoelectric loads are not purely capacitive,
they also contain resistance and an internal volt-
age source. Within the frequency range where
the voltage feedback loop is dominant, such ad-
ditional dynamics add to the voltage drop and
introduce errors inqLC . For the purpose of dif-
ferentiating between voltage-synthesis and pure-
charge driven operation, we consider the transfer
function vL(s)

vp(s) . Within a frequency range where
vL(jω)
vp(jω) = 1, the circuit is operating purely as a
charge amplifier. Obviously our objective is to
obtain this mode of operation over as wide a
frequency band as possible.

Based on Figure 3, the two transfer functions of inter-
est vL(s)

vref (s) and vL(s)
vp(s) can be derived as follows:

vL(s)

vref (s)
=

RL (kC + αkV )

sRLCLZs (1 + kC) + RL + Zs + ZskC + RLkV

,

(5)

vL(s)

vp(s)
=

RL

β + RLkV

sCLZsβ + ZsRLCLkC

RL + Zs + sRLCLZs

(6)

whereZs, the sensing impedance, is equal toRs

1+sRsCs
,

α = Cs/CL, and β = (RL + Zs + sRLCLZs+
ZskC + sRLCLZskC).

Simple control design principles can be applied to
obtain suitable controllers forkV andkC :

• To minimize tracking error, the combination of
both control loops should apply a high feedback
gain over the entire amplifier bandwidth.



Fig. 5. The piezoelectric tube apparatus. In this exper-
iment, the capacitive sensor (facing the back side
of the tube top) and the tube cap are not used.
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Fig. 6. Piezoelectric tube dimensions (all measure-
ments inmm).

• The individual bandwidths of each loop should
be mutually exclusive, i.e. they should not inter-
fere with one another.

Given these guidelines, simple and easy-to-implement
choices forkV and kC are shown in Figure 4. The
voltage controllerkV is an integrator that applies
large control effort at frequencies belowfV . The
charge controllerkC contains a high-pass filter to
avoid interference withkV , and a low-pass filter to
roll-off the amplifier gain at high-frequencies. The in-
bandwidth feedback gain ofkC will be referred to as
λ. First-order transfer function representations of the
two controllers are shown below,

kC = λ
s

s + 2πfCL

2πfCH

s + 2πfCH

(7)

kV = λ
2πfV

s
. (8)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section a prototype amplifier is employed to
drive a piezoelectric tube positioner in one dimen-
sion. The apparatus and corresponding dimensions are
shown in Figures 5 and 6.

RL 165 MΩ

CL 8 nF

Rs 99 MΩ

CL 100 nF

Table 1. Characteristics of the load and
sensing impedance.

fV 1 Hz

fCL, 10 Hz

fCH 500 Hz

λ 2000

Table 2. Controller parameters.
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Fig. 7. The tracking performancevL(s)
vref (s) .

The electrical characteristics of the load and sensing
impedance are shown in Table 1. Suitable values of
fV , fCL, andfCH are shown in Table 2. The resulting
tracking performance and charge-voltage sharing is
shown in Figures 7 and 8. From these responses it
can be concluded that the amplifier is capable of
maintaining DC charge references, has negligible in-
bandwidth gain ripple, and operates dominantly in
charge mode above a frequency of 2Hz.

To verify the amplifiers operation, an approximately
±7 micron ramped sinusoidal displacement was gen-
erated by the piezoelectric tube. This magnitude of
travel required a peak field of approximately±240

V
mm

. A Polytec laser vibrometer was employed to
measure the displacement of the tip. The voltage and
charge responses are shown in Figures 9 and 10. As
expected, the charge driven response displays a sig-
nificantly lesser hysteresis.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A new charge amplifier topology has been presented to
correct the poor low-frequency tracking performance
of current circuit designs. Thehybrid voltage feedback
charge amplifiersynthesizes the operation of an ideal
charge amplifier at frequencies where the primary
charge feedback loop is ineffective, inaccurate, or
unstable.
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Fig. 8. The voltage-charge sharingvL(s)
vp(s) .
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Fig. 9. Voltage driven tube response to a ramped 100
Hz sinusoid.
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Fig. 10. Charge driven tube response to a ramped 100
Hz sinusoid.

An experimental amplifier connected to an 8nF
piezoelectric load demonstrated excellent charge track-
ing with dominant charge operation above 2Hz.
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